**MOWR**  MOVE ON WHEN READY @ WIREGRASS  FALL 2017  IMPORTANT DATES

**AUG 4**
Last day for MOWR students taking classes on a Wiregrass Campus or online to register for classes
Students should make an apt to meet with the High School Coordinator for registration prior to this date.

**AUG 15**
MOWR Orientation for NEW MOWR students taking classes on Wiregrass campus or online (4:00 p.m.)
Students should register for the Orientation session they will be attending at the myCampus orientation link.

**AUG 17**
Wiregrass Fall Semester Begins
Classes taught on the High School campuses will follow the high school schedule and will begin on different dates.

**SEPT 1**
High School rosters finalized and all MOWR apps approved in STARS for students taking classes on the High School campuses
Students will be dropped from Wiregrass classes and will need to be moved out of Wiregrass classes on this date if apps aren’t approved.

**SEPT 20**
**DEADLINE**
to approve MOWR applications in STARS for students attending classes on Wiregrass Campuses and Online
Students will be dropped from Wiregrass classes on this date if apps are not approved.
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